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Theorem (Marton [I I): Let
%,={(R,,Rd:

R,,R,
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a0,

R, < Z(U; Y),
R, <I@‘;
R, +R,

<Z(U;

Z),
Y)+Z(V;

Z)-Z(U;

V),

u, x) on %X?rX%}.

(1)

Then any rate pair (R,, R2) E R, is achievable for the DMBC
(%P(Y,ZIX),~X~).
Proof: Let z >0 and n > 1 be given. Let A,(U) denote the
set of e-typical n-sequences uE%“. Generate 2”(1(u; ‘j-c) independent identically distributed (i.i.d.) sequences u each with
probability
1

Abstract-A
simple proof using random partitions and typicality is
given for Marton’s coding theorem for broadcast channels.

In [l] Marton established an achievable-rate region for the
discrete memoryless broadcast channel (DMBC). Her proof uses
a random coding method which is a combination of the coding
techniques of Bergmans [2], Cover [3], and van der Meulen [4],
together with the random coding technique used to prove source
coding theorems in rate-distortion theory. Her theorem is a
generalization of the results of Cover [3] and van der Meulen [4]
on this problem and the best inner bound to the capacity region
known to date. Moreover, as is proved in [I], her result is tight
for broadcast channels having one deterministic component.

IT-27, NO. 1, JANUARY 1981

Independently and at about the same time, Pinsker [5] established the capacity region for noiseless DMBC’s with I > 2 outputs. Specializing to the case of a DMBC with two deterministic
components, the regions of Marton [I] and Pinsker [5] coincide.
Pinsker’s proof is based on a random partitioning of the output
spaces together with a combinatorial argument implicitly involving typical output sequences. His proof, however, is tied to the
deterministic aspects of this particular DMBC and does not
seem to carry over to arbitrary DMBC’s. Pinsker’s result generalizes an earlier result by Gelfand [6] who established the capacity region of the so-called Blackwell channel (see also [4] and
[7]). Gelfand’s proof is based on the method of defects as
explored by Kuznetsov and Tsybakov [8].
In this correspondence, we establish a new proof of the
Marton region which we believe to be more transparent than the
one given in [ 11. Our proof involves standard random coding, the
technique of random partitions as developed in [9], [lo], and a
new simple joint-typicality lemma.
We begin with some definitions. We consider a DMBC
(%, p(v, z ]x), Y! x 9) and use the now standard definition of a
code with average probability of error ([lb [3], [4], [7]). (R,, Rz)
denotes the pair of achievable rates also defined in the usual
way. The capacity region of the DMBC is the set of all achievable rates. The random variables U and V are auxiliary random
variables with finite ranges defined in the sense of [l]. We
assume that the reader is familiar with the joint typicality
approach used in [3], [9], and [lo]. Our goal is to prove the
following theorem which we believe to be the essence of Theorem 2 of [l].

{for somep(u,

A Proof of Marton’s Coding Theorem for the
Discrete Memoryless Broadcast Channel

VOL.

P(u)=

IIA,(Wll

u-,(U),

’

lo,

otherwise,

where I]A (1 denotes the cardinality of the set A. Label these
u(k), k~‘[ 1,2”(‘(“; ‘jer)]. Also, generate 2”(‘cv; ‘)-‘) i.i.d. sequences v each with probability

P(v)=

I

1

vEA,(V),

IIA,(V)ll ’

h

otherwise.

Label these v(l), ZE[ 1,2”(1(V; z)-r)].
Next, for i~[ 1,2nR~], define the cells
q = [(i-

1).yW’;Y)-~1-4+

I, ~.2W’Y)-R,-~)]~

Similarly, for iE [ 1, 2nR2], define the cells
Cj=[(j-1).2n(l(Y;Z)--Rz--r)+l,j.2n(l(V;Z)-R2-~)],
where without loss of generality
2n(1(U; ‘)-‘I-‘)
2”(Icy; Z)-Rz-‘) are considered to be integer valued.
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Define for every (i,j)E[1,2”Rl]~[l,2”Rz]
%ij= {(U(k),

V(I)):

kEBi,

zEq,

It is now easy to see that, for n sufficiently large

the set
(U(k),

V(Z))EA,}

(4)

consisting of the jointly e-typical (u(k), u(Z)) sequences in Bi x
q.
We now bound the probability that the Cartesian product
Bi X Ci does not contain a pair (u(k), v(Z)) which is jointly
e-typical, i.e., the probability that ?Jij is empty.
Lemma: For any particular cell Bi, any particular cell Cl,
e > 0, and sufficiently large n:
p{ 11%ij 11=O} < e/4t

(5)

provided
R, +R,

<Z(U;

Y)+Z(V;

Z)-Z(U;
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V)--2~-S(E),

(6)

where S( c)-+O as e-+0.

P(E,)<e/4,
if R,+R,<Z(U;Y)+Z(V;Z)-Z(U,V)2c-8;
P( E,) < e/4;
P(E3)gc/4,
if R, <Z(U; Y)--E;
P(E,)<e/4,
if Rz <Z(V; Z)-c.

9
ii)
iii)
iv)

Therefore

< var(II%lll)

Now, to obtain bounds on var (I] %r, ]I) and E(]l ‘%,i ]I), define
the indicator functions

1((fJ(~)~~(~))@Jllh

APPENDIX

11%1112
2

>2-n(1(u;r’)+6(‘))

where S(e)

Z)-R,-R,

n(J(U; Y)+J(Y;

Z)-R,

<Z(U;

Y)+Z(V;

l((U(U

+ k ,F,,

V(Z,))@h)

V(z,)Q%,)

l((Vk,),

V(z,))@4,,(U(kd,

V(z,))

V(~,))~‘%,)

I: =&c,’

Y)-ZC+~(C)).
+

2
k,=k,EB,
I,#I,EC,

l((U(k,),

Eq,,,

(U(k,),

+

2
k,#k,EB,
I, #I, EC,

l((U(k,),V(z,))~~,,,(U(k,),V(z,))~~,,).

V(b))

@JY,,)

<e/4,

provided
R, +R,

V(~,))@h~(U(kz)~

t: &c,

Therefore for sufficiently large n
P0I%,Il=0~

l((U(k,),

&C:

= k =F,,

-J(U; F’-Zr-s(c)).

-R2-J(U;

*
1

k z,

,:,c:

Evaluating the variance (see Appendix) we obtain that

var (II~1d~2

l((U(k)>V(O)@h)

kGEB,
IEC,

= ,zB

llB,II * llc,~~2-“(‘(~‘;~)+~(‘))
> 2”(1((1;Y)+J(V;

M. Cover and

Bound on uar (II%,, II):

(

kEB,
IEC,

E(llS,,Il)>

P( Ei) < e .

i=l
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The cardinality of the set ‘3, r is given by

But since E{~((U(~),V(Z))E?!,,)}
-tO as e-+0, it follows that

1

i=l

v(9)-,,,

otherwise.

Ix

Qc

This proves the theorem.
Remark 1: Notice that our proof is symmetric in U and V
and does not require time-sharing as in [l].
Remark 2: Our proof can be easily extended to prove Marton’s Theorem 2.

(7)

~*bw,l11~*~

II%111=

Ei
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~~~III~llII--EIl~llIII~~~Il~llI~

(U(k),

U
(

Proof: Using Chebychev’s inequality, it is easy to see that
p~II%lII=o~

4

4

error probability = P

Z)-Z(U;

V)-2c-6(c),

(8)

and the Lemma is proved.
Now consider the following encoding-decoding method.
Encoding: If a message pair (i, j) is to be transmitted, pick
onepair(u(k),v(Z))EA,(U,V)n(BiXCi).Thenfindanx(i,j)
which is jointly e-typical with that pair (u(k), u(Z)) and designate it as the codeword corresponding to (i, j).
Decoding: Receiver y upon receiving y finds the unique index
k such that u(k) is jointly e-typical with y. Similarly, receiver z
upon receiving z, finds the unique index Z such that v(Z) is
jointly e-typical with a.

Taking expectations, we obtain

~(11~~,112)=11~,11~11~~11~{~~~~~~~~~~~~~,~}
+IIGll(llB,l12-II&II)
.P{(U(k,),V(z))~~,,,(~(k,),V(z))~~,,}
+IIB,II(IIC,11*-IIGII)
+{(W),

An error will be declared if one or more of the following
events occur.
The encoding
(u(k),4WE(B,

step fails;

W2NQ%1}

+(l14112-llB~ll)(llC~l12-IIGIl)

Calculation of Probability of Error

El

V(z,))Q%,(U(k),

there does not exist a pair

xcj)rMU,V.

E2

(u(k), 40,

x(i,j), Y,z)~%(U,

E3

The-decoding

V, X, Y, 2).

E4

(u(k), Y)-<(U,
0.
The decoding step 2 fails, there exists f# Zsuch that (u(f),
Z)E-$(K
2).

step 1 fails, there exists k#k

such that

.P{(U(k,),V(z,)~~I,,,(~(k,),V(z2)~~,,}.

(9)
It is easily seen that
9
ii)

P{(U(k), V(Z))Q3,,}
For
kl #k2, Z1#I,,
P{ (U(h),

< 2-“(‘c”; ‘)+));

V(z,)) @J,,,(U(kA

V(b))

E‘S,}

< 2 -2n(I(U;

V)-S(r)).

2
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iii)

k, fk2,

For

P{(WA

V~))=h~(U(kA

WW%,}

=E(P{(U(k~),~(z))E~,,}P{(U(k,),o(z))~~,,})
<

iv)

2-*new; V-6(r)).

For I, #i,,
P{(Utk),~tz,))~~,,,(U(k),u(z,))~~,,}
Q 2 -*4erJ; V-6(e))

Substituting

n(I(U; Y)+I(F’; Z)-RI -R,

-I(U; V)-2c+6(e))
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channels with one deterministic component but without common
messages (Marton [7], Gelfand and Pinsker [8]). (The deterministic channel without common message sets has been studied by
Gelfand [9] and Pinsker [lo]). The capacity region for the
deterministic broadcast channel with a common message is determined here by combining the standard channel coding technique and the standard source coding technique for correlated
sources.
It was pointed out by the referees that the present result can
be derived from independent (and as yet unpublished) results of
Gelfand and Pinsker [ 1 l] and Marton [ 121.
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The Capacity Region for the Deterministic Broadcast
Channel with a Common Message
TESUNHAN
Abstrucz-The
deterministic broadcast ihumel with two output terminals is studied for the case of a common message. The cnpacity region for
this channel is established by means of a random coding argument combining the standard channel coding technique and the standard source coding
technique.

I.

II.

,

and the upper bound is proved.
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from i-iv, it follows that
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The broadcast channel was first studied by Cover [l] using the
new technique of superposition coding. Since then the problem
of determining the capacity region has been investigated extensively, and complete solutions have been given for several special
classes such as degraded broadcast channels (e.g., Bergmans [2],
Gallager [3], Ahlswede and Khmer [4]), broadcast channels with
degraded message sets (Kiirner and Marton [5]), capabilitydegraded broadcast channels (El Gamal [6]), and broadcast

DEFINITIONS

AND THE RESULTS

Let B=(%, ot, ~a,%, 2:) be a broadcast channel which is
discrete memoryless and stationary where % is a finite input
alphabet, ‘tyand I are two finite output alphabets, and o,, os are
channel probabilities for %, 2, respectively:
dY

Ix),

w*(zIx),

fory E9,

X@X,

(2.1)

forzE%,

XEGX.

(2.2)

Without loss of generality we assume that the channel components are independent, i.e., given an input letter x, two output
letters y and z are generated independently of each other (cf.
Cover [ 131). If the values w,, w2 are all one or zero, i.e., wi, ws
are reduced to deterministic functions wi: %+%, oa: %+X,
then B is called deterministic. The channel B maps an input
n-sequence x=(x,,. . . , x,)E%” to a pair of output n-sequences
y,)~%)” (to receiver one) and z=(z,,.-.,z,,)E%”
y=(y,,...,
(to receiver two) with conditional probabilities o t and oa.
Three sources W,, We, W2 (random variables) are defined on
%,, %a, Gaf,, respectively: %fi={1,2,...,Mi}
(i=1,0,2), where
W, and W, are private messages and W, is a common message.
We assume that W,, W,, W2 are generated independently and
equiprobably over %,, %e, %$, respectively.
A code is a collection of codewords and decoding sets
{xikj; sik,

kE‘Q$},

ejkliE%l,jE%,

such that i) xikj E%” (codewords), ii) %ik Cqn, 6?,, C%” (decoding sets), and iii) Sik n%lisk,=+ for ik#i’k’; ejk nCjTk, =+ for
jk#j’k’.
The mapping +: %r X’?lfox%~+%”
(+(ikj)=xikj)
is
the encoding function, and the mappings #,: %“-@llf, xQ$
(&( y)=ik for yEQ),
+2:%:“&l& xQ$ (G2(z)=jk for ZE(?~~)
are the decoding functions for the receivers one and two. The
mean probabilities of decoding error for receivers one and two
are indicated by Pel, P,*.
A triple (R,, RO, R2) of nonnegative real numbers is called
achieuableif for every n > 0,O <X < 1 and for sufficiently large n,
there exists a code for which
a=1,0,2,

4, -~Gtl/n)log%,
P,* <A.

p,* <A,

(2.3)
(2.4)

The set of all achievable rates (R,, R,, R,) is called the capacily
region of the channel B.
Let U, X, Y, Z be random variables defined on Q.l, %, %, 4t.
for B where % is an arbitrary finite set. We write XYZ&
and
UXYZEq
if UXYZ forms a Markov chain U--+X-,YZ, such
that Y and Z are distributed according to the channel probabilities w,, o2 given X. Let % be the closure of the set
{(R,,R,,R,):R,zO,R~~O,R,~O,
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Tokyo, Japan, May 1979.
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R, Q min(Z(U; Y), Z(U; Z)),
R, +R, <Z(X;

YIU)+min(Z(U;

Y), Z(U; Z)),

RO +R2 <Z(X;

ZIU)+min(Z(U;

Y), Z(U;Z)),

RO+R,+R2<Z(X;YZIU)+min(Z(U;Y),Z(U;Z)),

for some UXYZ E9}.
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